


3Editorial

Welcome to the Erlenhof!

Wood has accompanied us humans as a 

versatile and durable material since time 

immemorial. And in the future, wood will 

surprise and delight us with many as yet 

unimagined possibilities.

Since 1875, when the first sawmill was 

founded at the Erlenhof, we have been fas-

cinated by wood. We process the material 

in state-of-the-art facilities, combining high-tech equipment 

with traditional craftsmanship. At the same time, we are  always 

in search of new applications and groundbreaking new ideas. 

The sawmill business of yesteryear has developed into a unique 

and integrated value-creation chain.  Today the Lehmann Group, 

with three companies and more than 300 employees, is a place 

of work, a business centre  and a source of inspiration for cus-

tomers from around the world.

Every single project motivates us to give it our very best, whether 

it is an extraordinary timber construction project, improving 

our sustainable energy supply, developing an innovative lumber 

product or building a long-lasting silo for you. We combine 

 expertise and dedication with a drive to shape the future. Natu-

rally with wood — used in an economical and environ mentally 

sound manner. And together with you — based on  mutual trust, 

an open spirit and well-honed ideas. 

Katharina Lehmann
CEO Lehmann Group and Delegate of the Board of Directors
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Lehmann Group
Fascinating  
world of wood



Lehmann Holzwerk AG

Blumer-Lehmann AG

BL Silobau AG

CNC Free-Form production 

Bischofszellerstrasse 122 | 9200 Gossau 

Integral approach
In our work and services at Erlenhof and other facili-

ties, we follow a resolutely integrated approach. 

We work in closed cycles, with modern techniques and 

comprehensive, IT-supported processes. We are in-

volved in every step of the economic and environmen-

tal creation chain for timber.

Sustainability
In all our decisions, we consider economic, social and 

en vironmental criteria in equal measure. As we do so, 

we create value that stands the test of time — for our-

selves and also for coming generations. We strive for 

environmentally sound, resource-conserving and cli-

mate-neutral products, methods and means of transport. 

Vision
Our goal is to process the regional timber into innova-

tive and contemporary products. And not just because 

it fascinates us. But also because we create added value 

today and for the future — primarily, of course, for 

our customers. The Swiss forestry sector and resource, 

energy and environmental policy also benefit from 

our activities.

As an integrated wood specialist, we have 
mastered every step in the sustainable use 
of the natural raw material of timber — from 
processing the logs in the sawmill to timber 
and silo construction, and even the produc-
tion of energy from the surplus timber. 

A fascinating and resource-friendly cycle.

Erlenhof
 1 Log inspection site: Evaluation and sorting  

  of the log deliveries 

 2  Sawmill: Logs become lumber 

 3 Planing mill: Further processing of the lumber 

  into standard products or bespoke orders 

 4  Storage and drying chambers for lumber 

 5  Sorting plant for sawn lumber and 

  finger-jointing mill 

 6 CNC production facility for timber construction

 7  Element production: Automated production  

 of wall and ceiling elements

 8  Module production 

 9  Surplus timber processing: Pellet press, bark  

briquette production, small animal litter production

Lehmann Holzwerk AG

Blumer-Lehmann AG

BL Silobau AG

 10  Wood power plant: ORC power plant  

for the production of heat and electricity

 11  Storage silos for pellets

 12  Offices

 13  Cafeteria

14  Storage/storeroom 

15  Planning and production site  

for silo and system construction

16  Lehmann Group reception 

17  CNC Free-Form production Labels
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The Lehmann Group is moved by a passion 
for wood — and a dedication to meeting the 
needs of the future with timber. 

A family atmosphere connects us

Extraordinary projects emerge thanks to visionary 

 ideas developed and implemented in collaboration with 

expert planners and builders. It’s a process that re-

quires space for ideas and creativity, as well as a huge 

base of knowledge and skills. With our open and fa-

milial culture, we create the fertile soil for this symbio-

sis. Mutual respect, trusting and straightforward 

 communication and a commitment to fostering expertise 

are the values that define our company. 

We demand a lot and help a lot

The over 300 employees of the Lehmann Group are all 

united by a passion for wood. It’s thanks to our well-

trained, dedicated employees that we are able to achieve 

top performance today and simultaneously develop 

solutions for the challenges of the future. Our focus is 

therefore firmly on providing a motivating work en-

vironment that is both demanding and supportive, and 

helps staff develop personally and professionally.

Specialists with great prospects

A very important task is training young people. From 

the beginning of their apprenticeship, we integrate our 

trainees into our processes and projects, accompany 

them along the way with our  technical expertise and 

experience, and entrust them with responsibility. In 

 addition to their technical  education, we also foster a 

sense of self-reliance and independence, and accom-

pany them as they develop into the specialists of 

 tomorrow.

The five most important values for our work

›  Ambitious: we are fascinated, purposeful, 

 motivated and passionate.

›  Curious: we are open-minded, transparent, 

 constructive and thoughtful.

›  Human: we are appreciative, respectful, trusting, 

connected, warm and authentic.

›  Aware: we are responsible, accountable, reliable 

and caring.

›  Entrepreneurial: we are skilled, forward-looking, 

 innovative and use oriented.
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Lehmann 
Holzwerk AG 
Fascinating
variety

Lehmann Holzwerk AG

From log processing to energy production, 
 Lehmann Holzwerk AG is the heart of our 
 sustainable timber cycle. 

Using every piece of wood

Processing local wood in a closed cycle is our funda-

mental principle. Our raw material — spruce and fir —

grows within a  radius of 100 kilometres of the Erlenhof. 

The sustainably harvested logs arrive in our sawmill 

having travelled only a short distance. The logs are used 

to produce a variety of lumber products. 

The surplus timber from the sawmill is recycled to 

make chips, bedding for small animals, pellets and 

 briquettes. It is also used as fuel in our own biomass 

power plant. The plant supplies the heat for our 

 operations at Erlenhof and electricity that we feed 

 into the local power grid. Thus we close the cycle 

and pursue our  vision at the same time: the sustain-

able and carbon -neutral use of wood.

Lehmann Holzwerk AG

Blumer-Lehmann AG

BL Silobau AG
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Sustainable and autono-
mous energy supply

An important component 

of our sustainable timber 

cycle is our in-house 

ORC biomass power plant. 

The combustion of the 

 surplus wood delivers suf-

ficient heat for the wood 

drying process, pellet production and the heating of our 

business premises. And in addition, some 1,500 house-

holds benefit from the sustainably produced electricity 

that we feed into the local power grid.

We generate

Heat and electricity

Diverse range  
of lumber production 

Standard products, 

semi-finished products 

or highly customised 

commissions: in the 

modern sawmill and 

planing workshop we 

offer an extensive 

range of lumber prod-

ucts. Thanks to an efficient infrastructure, high storage 

capacities and flexible manufacturing hours, our 

 production is reliable and on time. Not to mention ex-

ceptional, such as the individual textured surfaces.

Our services

Cut-outs for standard and mass-produced products, 

customised surface treatments, CNC/timber framing, 

delivery service

Our lumber products

Raw lumber

Rough-planed timber

Various assortments of slats

Façade cladding

Balcony and terrace railings

Floor strips

Planed and profiled products

Packaging wood

Timber for construction and industrial engineering 

Innovative timber  
recycling

We use the surplus 

timber to manufacture 

other natural products. 

The sawdust and wood 

shavings are pressed 

without the use of 

chemical additives and 

manufactured into 

 pellets for CO₂-neutral heating. The raw bark is used to 

produce briquettes for use in stoves and litter for small 

animals.

Our surplus timber products

Pellets

Bark briquettes

Litter for small animals
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Blumer-Lehmann AG 
Fascinating
precision

Blumer-Lehmann AG

Whether modular or Free-Form — with  expertise and 
cutting-edge timber construction  technology, 
Blumer- Lehmann AG develops  innovative solutions.

The right timber construction solution for every project

Builders, architects and investors opt for timber 

 construction because it is economical, climate-friendly 

and predictable in terms of cost and scheduling. They 

also appreciate the flexibility and innovative spectrum 

of applications for wood. With our many years of ex-

perience, we are the right partner to bring your vision 

to life. 

Timber construction —
naturally high-tech 

We plan and imple-

ment innovative tim-

ber constructions 

 according to the de-

signs of architects and 

our own specialists. 

Depending on the pro-

ject, we also handle 

the technical planning, production and assembly of the 

timber construction or take full responsibility as the 

general contractor. Our contribution in the early stages 

of a project is often the foundation for the successful 

implementation of a timber construction. 

Our experts’ specialised technical knowledge and flexi-

bility is in high demand, particularly with conversions 

and renovations. When the objective is to achieve 

 perfect aesthetic, functional and structural harmony 

 between old and new, we are the ideal partner.

Our services

Development of timber construction concepts  

(static, structural engineering) for the acquisition or 

implementation phase

Builder-Owner Consulting

Tender documentation

Production and installation of timber construction

Project management and technical planning of timber 

construction, including coordination of specialist  

planners and partners

Coordination of sub-contractors (GC)

Areas of application

Residential construction

Industrial and commercial construction

Office buildings

Public buildings (schools, hostels)

Gastronomy and tourism construction (hotels, spas)

Agricultural buildings

Modular and temporary constructions, event buildings
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The fast and flexible  
way to create space 

Where rooms are needed at 

short notice, temporary space 

is required or construction 

time has to be kept to a mini-

mum, a modular construction is 

a compelling option. Flexible 

in terms of use and room appor-

tionment, uncompromising in 

terms of comfort and efficiency.

We pre-fabricate the modules and equip them with all 

the technical installations in our plant. Once on site, the 

modules are assembled and ready for use immediately. 

They are just as fast to disassemble and re-use some-

where else. And in the spirit of mobility, our modular 

constructions also combine flexibility with a pleasant 

indoor climate.

Areas of application

Education and research

Offices and administration

Event construction

Leisure and sport

Healthcare and care facilities

Commercial and industrial

Hotels and restaurants

Temporary buildings

Technically and  
aesthetically inspiring 

We actively advance 

the technological de-

velopment of timber 

construction. We 

strongly believe that 

we are far from reach-

ing the limits of the 

technically feasible. 

And we have the skills and the experience in timber to 

make almost any architectural vision a reality. 

Our timber construction engineers plan complex struc-

tures in 3D. The construction specialists then imple-

ment them according to all the building and engineer-

ing regulations. This requires state-of-the-art planning 

instruments and production facilities, as well as an 

 expert network of specialists. But above all, it comes 

down to our highly qualified employees, who keep 

the big picture in mind while focusing on the smallest 

 details.
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BL Silobau AG
Fascinating
capacities

Thirty years of experience and more than 1000 pro-
jects throughout Europe — BL Silobau AG combines 
expertise and tradition for winter road services.

The focus of every new pro-

ject — from small- volume silos 

to fully automated winter road 

service depots — are the indi-

vidual needs of the customer. 

On that basis, we design the 

complete facil ities. If required, 

we also include additional 

 services such as complex logis-

tics and automation solutions. 

Efficiency, predictable costs, reliability and quality are 

the hallmarks  of our systems — to which more than 

1000 finished silo projects throughout Europe can at-

test.

Our complete solutions for winter road services

Standard silo systems for salt, gravel and sand

Silo systems for various gritting materials

Salt storage depots

High-performance conveyor systems

Brine generator

Brine facilities

Brine tank facilities

State-of-the-art control, measurement and weighing 

technology

Our maintenance services for silo and brine systems

Service provider for all makes and manufacturers

Comprehensive checks and maintenance

Creation of measurement logs and detailed overall 

reports

Precise analysis of components and the overall  

condition of your facilities

Retrofitting technical facilities

 Conversion, renovation, expansion and renewal 

of facilities of all types

Comprehensive service throughout the year

Winter operations Commissioning

FillingCheck-ups and 
maintenance

Repair work
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Every size and shape

Together with our subsidiary 

in Germany, Blumer Lehmann 

GmbH, we have been provid-

ing complete solutions for 

winter road services throug h-

out Europe for 30 years. 

With more than 1000 finished 

silos, we are leading manu-

facturer of  silo systems.

Wood provides protection against corrosion

We manufacture economical, unique and industry -

leading systems depots in all shapes and sizes. Our pri-

mary construction material, wood, is ideal for the 

 storage of salt and other bulk goods. Protection against 

corrosion, good thermal insulation without conden-

sation, and cutting-edge wood and steel  construction 

 enable silo volumes of up to 1,000 m³. 

Comprehensive services in brine technology 

Thanks to modern brine technology, increasing auto-

mation and state-of-the-art materials, we have pro-

gressed from building silos to designing and manufac-

turing entire complex 

facilities. From consul-

tation to design, pro-

duction and  assembly 

and long- term service, 

we provide solutions 

for every situation. 

Our systems are suita-

ble for a wide range of de-icing and spreading materials 

and we tailor their design and appearance to your re-

quirements. 

Renovation and maintenance of existing facilities 

BL Silobau AG is equally your expert to renovate, mod-

ernise and maintain existing facilities. We inspect all 

the com ponents down 

to the smallest detail 

and create a renova-

tion concept on this 

basis. The goal is to 

 secure the continuous 

use of the facilities 

and optimise work pro-

cesses through modern technology. And with the best 

value-for-money.

Complete solutions for 
winter road services

Comprehensive  
services
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Lehmann Gruppe

Blumer-Lehmann AG

Lehmann Holzwerk AG

BL Silobau AG

Erlenhof | 9200 Gossau | Switzerland

T +41 71 388 58 00 

info@lehmann-gruppe.ch

www.lehmann-gruppe.ch


